
We’ll supply the fun
We restock regularly, ensuring a constant
supply of prizes and merchandise for your

venue’s valued customers.

Don’t worry about it
We handle all maintenance and service, so

you can focus on what matters most. Hassle-
free vending at its finest!

Earn a generous commission
Enjoy worry-free passive income. Leave the

heavy lifting to us, while you relax and watch
your earnings grow.

Why choose us?Why choose us?



Mini Super Crane
Unleash futuristic fun with a Mini Super Crane!

Compact, sleek, and LED-lit, it's the perfect
blend of style and entertainment.

Choose your machineChoose your machine

Most
Popular
Most
Popular

(715) 864-4157

Gumballs & Capsules
Compact and captivating, classic Gumball

& Capsule machines do not require a power
outlet and can dispense a variety of prizes.

olivers@airtimemarketing.com



Machine Revenue Your Commission

$100 $30

$300 $90

$500 $150

How much will it cost me to get started?
There is no out-of-pocket cost for you to have a machine at your facility. We handle
everything – from purchasing and setup to installation and service. Our machines are highly
efficient, equipped with LEDs, and operate on nominal electricity.

FAQFAQ

(715) 864-4157

olivers@airtimemarketing.com

Is there an obligation or commitment required from me?
In most cases, we won't require you to sign a contract. We simply ask that you agree to keep
the equipment plugged in and powered on during business hours. Our commitment is to
provide top-notch service and satisfaction. If any issues arise, we'll collaborate with you to
make it right. Should you decide to no longer have a machine at your venue, we will promptly
remove the equipment within 7 business days of receiving notice.

How long will it take to get a machine?
If it's a new machine, expect a short wait for delivery. The installation itself is quick, usually
taking only a few minutes to an hour. However, the overall process, including equipment
procurement, may span from 5 to 30 days.

What’s in it for me?
You'll have the chance to earn passive income while enhancing your customers' experience
with a fun and exciting addition to their visit. We offer a commission or can discuss another
arrangement that suits you. As we cover sourcing, labor, product, maintenance, and other
costs, our standard commission is 30% based on monthly machine revenue.

Get started today


